
No Experience Necessary

Certainly you could go out there.
Certainly you could, as a concerned, self-promoting “expert,” go out there to actively 

locate and recruit – as you now publicly declared necessary – the “brightest and the best.”  You 
could run off to biggest-name, most prestigious (and typically Eastern where, gosh, surely 
everyone was aware of this: people were unquestionably smarter) prep schools, colleges and 
universities.  

You could, as true illustration of your endlessly stated compassion, set out to find and 
enlist those mostly dominant-culture, privileged-class-educated graduates, and convince them 
that, because they were the brightest?  Because they were the best? 

Surely they would require no prior experience.  
You could, even, enthusiastically persuade them that:
Well – due to the happy facility of being exceptionally capable?  
They would surely have no need to sit through any long hours of study in an effort to 

accrue that undoubtedly frivolous degree in education.  Unlike other professions, highly paid and 
thus publicly respected professions such as engineering, medicine, architecture or law; 
professions where practitioners faced not only long years of a rigorously focused classwork, but 
an arduous demonstration of ability before licensing:

Well, good teachers?  
Oh, good teachers taught not through any painstakingly accumulated edification, 

commitment or experience, but simply through a wondrously magical – and fully innate – 
ability.*

Offering only a few short weeks of training followed by a guaranteed two years’ 
employment at a solid (short-term/résumé-building) lower-middle-class salary – an especially 
sweet deal in a floundering, undependable economy – well, you could win these kids over.  You 
could even convince them that: being the brightest, being the best?  	
 In days of an über-
benevolent accountability, they were desperately needed.

And, then?
Well, then; strategically and plaintively extending your message:
You could, then, move on.
You could move on to the poignantly synchronized persuasion of your national audience.  
Ardently and repeatedly, you could endeavor to convince the entire nation that it was 

only through your careful recruitment and every-year-more-profitable training of these best-
colleges graduates (effort expended on your part simply due to your profound concern for 
children) – oh, you could emphatically tell the nation that these undoubtedly superior students 
you had found could not only tackle, but solve, each and every one of those previously too 
difficult, previously too challenging public school conundrums.  

Getting it all done?
In two years or less!   
And, oh my, but wouldn’t these exceptional low-income-school saviors – these 

miraculous heroes whom you had set out to find – well, wouldn’t they be energized (due, as an 
ever burgeoning club of educational “experts” had now thought it logical to decree: money was 
the singular motivation behind all human impetus) – well, wouldn’t these marvel-inducing 
youngsters be motivated by your enthusiastically endorsed biggest-pay-for-highest-test-scores 
salary schedules.



Your plan, as you now assertively proclaimed, sounded so good.  It was because you, as a 
deeply concerned “expert,” had been thoughtful; because you had cared so much; because you 
had fashioned your innovative new system for addressing each and every one of those 
complicated issues which had traditionally plagued culturally-diverse, low-income public 
schools...

Well, as you now loudly and unambiguously told the nation?  
It was your newly hired, short-term committed, minimally-trained super kids who could, 

quite dramatically, simply sweep in  (after you had done your best to help sweep out those so 
many selfishly unwanted traditional educators) and take over.  Because, as you now vehemently 
asserted, raking in, each year, larger and larger sums of that teacher-recruiting, teacher-training 
money?

You cared so much.  
About the kids.

*Courses in education are apparently not the only classes no longer required for our nation’s youngest and most 
magical educators.  A number of these brightest and best are unlikely to have earned a degree in the subject area 
which they are then hired to teach.  A degree in “hospitality” for example, is surely guarantee that any weeks-long 
program-trained super teacher will be able to take on five classes a day overflowing with students seeking college-
ready credits in Language Arts.


